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B1g RAMAN SCATTERING THROUGH A QUANTUMCRITICAL POINTJ.K. FreeriksDepartment of Physis, Georgetown UniversityWashington, DC 20057, USAT.P. DevereauxDepartment of Physis, University of Waterloo, Canadaand R. BullaTheoretishe Physik III, Elektronishe Korrelationen und MagnetismusInstitut für Physik, Universität AugsburgD-86135 Augsburg, Germany(Reeived June 21, 2001)A wide variety of strongly orrelated insulators ranging from intermedi-ate valene materials, to Kondo insulators, to underdoped high-temperaturesuperondutors display anomalous behavior in their inelasti light sat-tering. The Raman response in these materials shows a low-temperaturetransfer of spetral weight from low to high energy (as T is redued), theappearane of an isosbesti point (a harateristi frequeny where the Ra-man response is independent of temperature), and a large ratio of twiethe spetral gap to the onset temperature where the low-energy spe-tral weight begins to deplete. We illustrate how these features generiallyappear in the Raman response of model systems that are tuned to lie juston the insulating side of the metalinsulator transition. We solve for theRaman response in the FaliovKimball model and in the Hubbard model.In the latter ase, we nd a number of new features arise as one approahesthe metalinsulator transition from the metalli Fermi-liquid phase. Suhbehavior has not yet been seen in experiment.PACS numbers: 78.30.j, 71.30.+h, 74.72.h, 75.20.Hr Presented at the XII Shool of Modern Physis on Phase Transitions and CritialPhenomena, L¡dek Zdrój, Poland, June 2124, 2001.(3219)
3220 J.K. Freeriks, T.P. Devereaux, R. Bulla1. IntrodutionRaman sattering involves the inelasti sattering of light by the ele-troni and phononi exitations of a material. Use of polarizers on theinident light and on the reeted light allows one to selet elementary ex-itations of a given symmetry. One of the most ommon hoies is rossedpolarizers, whih yield B1g symmetry, that has a d-wave harater to it. Re-ent work has foused on eletroni Raman sattering as an important toolin extrating information about the harge exitations of orrelated mate-rials. Remarkably, one nds that a wide variety of materials, ranging frommixed-valene ompounds [1℄ (suh as SmB6), to Kondo-insulators [2℄ (suhas FeSi), to underdoped uprate high temperature superondutors [35℄,show temperature-dependent B1g Raman spetra that are both remarkablysimilar and quite anomalous (see gure 1). This experimental material inde-pendene suggests that there is universality governing the eletroni trans-port in orrelated insulators. As these materials are ooled, they all show aredution of low-frequeny spetral weight with a simultaneous inrease inthe spetral weight of the high energy harge-transfer peak. This spetralweight transfer is slow at high temperatures and then rapidly inreases asthe temperature is lowered past an onset temperature that is in the proxim-ity of the quantum-ritial point orresponding to a metalinsulator tran-sition. The Raman spetral range is also separated into two regions: one,where the response dereases as T is lowered and one, where the response in-reases. The harateristi frequeny that divides these two regions is alledthe isosbesti point, whih is the frequeny where the Raman response isindependent of temperature. Finally, if we view the Raman spetral gapas a measure of the insulating gap  that ours at low temperature, andthe onset temperature, where the weight initially is redued, as a transitiontemperature T, then 2=kBT is muh larger than the weak-oupling valueof 3.5. These anomalous features are not typially seen in either the A1g orthe B2g hannels.Experimental results are plotted in gure 1. The top panel shows SmB6,whih has the added feature of developing a sharp peak at 130 m 1 (thatdoes not disperse in frequeny) when the temperature is lower than 30 K.The FeSi data is shown in the middle panel. It displays the leanest signatureof these anomalous features. Note how the isosbesti point only develops attemperatures below 150 K. The bottom panel shows smoothed data in theLSCO high-temperature superondutor. The isosbesti point is somewhatharder to see here (beause of the noise in the data), but it does develop atabout 2100 m 1 as the temperature is lowered.
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Fig. 1. Experimental B1g Raman response for orrelated materials (a) SmB6 [1℄;(b) FeSi [2℄; and () underdoped La2 xSrxCuO4 [3℄ with x = 0:08. All of theexperimental data show the development of a low-temperature isosbesti point,whih ours due to the transfer of spetral weight from low energy to high energyas the temperature is lowered, indiating the proximity to the quantum-ritialpoint of a metalinsulator transition. The individual urves are labeled by thetemperature in K where the measurement was taken. In panel () only the hightemperature (300 K) and the low temperature (50 K) urves are labelled. The twointermediate urves are at 100 and 200 K, respetively.Theory has lagged behind experiment for eletroni Raman sattering instrongly orrelated materials. While theories that desribe Raman satteringin weakly orrelated (Fermi-liquid) metals [6℄ or in band insulators [7℄ havebeen known for some time, it is only reently that a theory that desribesmaterials near the metalinsulator transition has been developed [8,9℄. Thistheoretial treatment involves applying the dynamial mean-eld theory totwo many-body systems that have quantum-ritial points  the spinlessFaliovKimball model [10℄ and the Hubbard model [11℄. The FaliovKimball model is hosen, beause it is the simplest model that displaysthese anomalies on the insulating side of the metalinsulator transition. TheHubbard model is hosen beause it is the simplest model that has a metal
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ks, T.P. Devereaux, R. Bullainsulator transition from a Fermi-liquid metalli phase. While qualitativeresults are model-independent on the insulating side of the transition, theFermi-liquid behavior produes a number of new features that have not yetbeen seen in experiment.The nonresonant B1g Raman response is determined by the frequeny-dependent harge suseptibility, with form fators assoiated with the or-responding symmetry hannel appearing at the eletronphoton verties.Sine the B1g form fator is orthogonal to the lattie, there are no many-body vertex orretions [8, 12, 13℄, sine the dynamial harge vertex hasA1g symmetry. Hene, the B1g Raman response is represented by the barebubble. Expliitly alulating the Raman response yieldsImR() = Z d!ff(!)  f(! + )gZ d"(")A("; !)A("; ! + ) ; (1)where f(!) = 1=f1 + exp(!=T )g is the Fermi funtion,A("; !) = Im( 1=f! +   (!)  "g)is the spetral funtion, (") is the noninterating density of states (a Gaus-sian here), and  is a onstant. Hene the ShastryShraiman relation [14℄holds  the nonresonant B1g Raman response is proportional to the optialondutivity divided by the frequeny. We use dynamial mean-eld theoryon a hyperubi lattie to alulate the many-body Green's funtions. Onethey are determined on the real axis, substitution into Eq. (1) yields theRaman response.2. Results for the FaliovKimball modelThe FaliovKimball Hamiltonian ontains two types of eletrons: itin-erant band eletrons and loalized (d or f) eletrons. The band eletronsan hop between nearest neighbors (with hopping integral t=(2pd) on ad-dimensional ubi lattie [15℄), and they interat via a sreened Coulombinteration with the loalized eletrons (that is desribed by an interationstrength U between eletrons that are loated at the same lattie site). Allenergies are measured in units of t. The Hamiltonian isH =   t2pdXhi;ji dyidj +EfXi wi   Xi (dyidi + wi) + UXi dyidiwi ; (2)where dyi (di) is the spinless ondution eletron reation (annihilation) op-erator at lattie site i and wi = 0 or 1 is a lassial variable orrespondingto the loalized f -eletron number at site i. We will adjust both Ef and 
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trons is 1/2 and the average lling ofthe f -eletrons is 1/2 ( = U=2 and Ef = 0).The FaliovKimball model has a ground state that is not a Fermi liquidbeause the lifetime of a quasipartile is nite at the Fermi energy. In addi-tion, the imaginary part of the self energy has the wrong sign of urvatureto be a Fermi liquid. As U inreases, the system rst enters a pseudo-gap phase, where spetral weight is depleted near the hemial potential,and then undergoes a metalinsulator transition (the pseudogap phase ispossible beause the ground state is not a Fermi liquid). The interatingDensity Of States (DOS) is, however, temperature-independent for xed Uand xed eletron llings [16℄. It is plotted in Fig. 2 for a range of valuesof U : U < 0:65 orresponds to a weakly-orrelated metal, while a pseudo-gap phase appears for 0:65 < U < 1:5 moving through a quantum ritialpoint at U = 1:5 to the insulator phase U > 1:5 (we neglet all possibleharge-density-wave phases here).
Fig. 2. Interating density of states for the FaliovKimball model. Results areshown for U = 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, and 4 (the numbers in the gure label the value of U).Note how the system rst develops a pseudogap (1.0) before the metalinsulatortransition at U = 1:5. The density of states is independent of temperature for theinnite-dimensional FaliovKimball model.In gure 3 we plot the nonresonant B1g Raman response at a xed tem-perature T = 0:5 for dierent values of U . For small values of U , a smallsattering intensity is observed due to the weak interation among quasipar-tiles providing a small region of phase spae allowable for pair sattering.The peak of the response reets the dominant energy sale for sattering,as is well known in metals [6℄ and the high-energy tail is the uto deter-
3224 J.K. Freeriks, T.P. Devereaux, R. Bullamined by the nite energy band. This shape is also understandable from theShastryShraiman relation  sine the optial ondutivity is a Lorentzian,the Raman response is just proportional to a=(2 + a2), whih assumesthe above form. As U inreases, the low-frequeny response is depleted asspetral weight gets shifted into a large harge transfer peak at a frequeny U . The harge transfer peak begins to appear for values of U for whihthe DOS is still nite at the Fermi level (U = 1) and beomes large in thispseudogap phase before growing even larger in the insulating phase. Notiehow low-frequeny spetral weight remains even as one is well on the insu-lating side of the quantum ritial point (U = 4) and at a temperature Tmuh lower than the insulating gap. It is these spetral features that areharateristially seen in the experiments and whih an only be seen in atheory that approahes the quantum ritial point.
Fig. 3. Nonresonant B1g Raman response for dierent values of U at T = 0:5. TheRaman response is measured in arbitrary units. Notie how a low-energy peak anda harge-transfer peak (entered at U) separate from eah other as the orrelationsinrease through the metalinsulator transition.Sine the Raman response displays anomalous features on the insulatingside of the metalinsulator transition, we present results for U = 2, just onthe insulating side of the quantum ritial point. In gure 4, we plot the tem-perature dependene. The total spetral weight inreases dramatially withdereasing temperature as harge transfer proesses beome more sharplydened. At the same time, the low-frequeny response depletes with lower-ing temperatures, vanishing at a temperature whih is on the order of theT = 0 insulating gap (we are unable to analytially estimate the rossovertemperature). This behavior is preisely what is seen in experiments on [2℄FeSi and on [3℄ underdoped La2 xSrxCuO4 at low temperatures, where boththe isosbesti point and the low temperature spetral weight depletion anbe seen. Similar results are also seen [1℄ in SmB6, but a low-energy peakalso develops in that material at low temperatures.
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Fig. 4. Nonresonant B1g Raman response for a range of temperatures (T =0:05; 0:2; 0:3; 0:5; 0:9) for U = 2 (whih lies just on the insulating side of the metalinsulator transition). The lines are labeled by their temperature (exept for T = 0:2whih is unlabeled). Note how the B1g response has low-frequeny spetral weightthat develops rapidly at an onset temperature of T  0:2 (the low frequeny re-sponse at T=0.5 and T=0.9 overlap) and note the isosbesti point at   1. Theratio of twie the range in frequeny over whih the low-frequeny weight inreasesand the onset temperature is about 10.If one were to interpret the temperature at whih the B1g Raman spe-tral weight starts to deplete as the transition temperature T and the rangeof frequeny over whih the weight is depleted as the gap , then one wouldonlude that near the quantum ritial point 2=kBT  1. This is be-ause the T is eetively determined by the gap in the single-partile DOS(whih is small near the quantum ritial point), while the  is determinedby the width of the lower Hubbard band (whih remains nite at the quan-tum ritial point); hene the ratio an beome very large near the quantumritial point (and should derease in the large-U limit).One an see from these results that all of the qualitative behavior om-mon to orrelated insulators is seen in the exat solution for Raman sat-tering in the FaliovKimball model  we see (i) the transfer of spetralweight from low energy to high energy as T is lowered; (ii) the developmentof an isosbesti point; and (iii) the ratio of twie the spetral range to theonset temperature where the low-energy spetral weight starts to deplete ismuh larger than 3.5.
3226 J.K. Freeriks, T.P. Devereaux, R. Bulla3. Results for the Hubbard modelThe Hubbard Hamiltonian [11℄ ontains two terms: the eletrons an hopbetween nearest neighbors (with hopping integral t=(2pd) on a d-dimen-sional hyperubi lattie [15℄), and they interat via a sreened Coulombinteration U when they sit on the same site. All energies are measured inunits of t. The Hamiltonian isH =   t2pd Xhi;ji; yij + UXi ni"ni# ; (3)where yi (i) is the reation (annihilation) operator for an eletron atlattie site i with spin  and ni = yii is the eletron number operator.We adjust a hemial potential  to x the average lling of the eletronsto half lling ( = U=2).We study the evolution of the Raman response at half lling, sine onean tune the system to move right through the quantum-ritial point ofthe metalinsulator transition. We analyze nite-temperature numerialrenormalization group alulations [17℄ (restrited to the paramagneti phasewhih has a metalinsulator transition). We examine three ases here:(i) a orrelated insulator just above the transition U = 4:24 (where theresponse is model-independent);(ii) a metal just below the phase transition U = 3:54 (whih undergoes atemperature-dependent metal-insulator transition at T  0:011); and(iii) a orrelated metal U = 2:12.The Hubbard model DOS is temperature dependent, and we do not plotit here.We show the orrelated insulator regime in Fig. 5, where the Ramanresponse is model-independent. We see behavior idential to that seen inthe FaliovKimball model (the only modiation here is the onsequene ofa temperature dependene in the interating DOS, whih lls in the gap attemperatures above about 0.1). We see the development of low-energy spe-tral weight at the expense of the higher-energy harge-transfer peak as Tinreases (although in this ase the spetral weight grows over a broader tem-perature sale) and the appearane of a single isosbesti point at a somewhathigher energy than seen in the FaliovKimball model solution (  U=1:5rather than   U=2). All of the qualitative features of the universal be-havior are shared in the Hubbard-model solution. The dierene is in thequantitative details, the most apparent one being that at high temperaturesthe low-energy spetral response does not have a broad peak struture, but
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 of exper-iments in materials like FeSi [2℄ or the uprates [35℄ whih have a relativelyat low-energy spetral response.
Fig. 5. Nonresonant B1g Raman sattering for a orrelated insulator U = 4:24 andhalf lling for a number of temperatures ranging from 0:57 to 0.071. Inset is anenlargement of the low-energy features.In Fig. 6, we show results for a system tuned to lie just on the metalliside of the metalinsulator transition (so it undergoes a temperature-driventransition at T  0:011). Initially the Raman response ats like an insu-
Fig. 6. Nonresonant B1g Raman sattering for a system undergoing a temperature-driven metalinsulator transition U = 3:54 and half lling for a number of tem-peratures ranging from 0:28 to 0.003. Inset is an enlargement of the low-energyfeatures.
3228 J.K. Freeriks, T.P. Devereaux, R. Bullalator: the harge-transfer peak sharpens and grows in strength, while thelow-energy weight is redued and an isosbesti point appears near  = U=1:7as T is lowered. As the temperature is redued further, the response beomesquite anomalous. Spetral weight shifts bak out of the harge-transfer peakinto the low-energy region, developing two low-energy bumps and an isos-besti point near  = 2. There is only one experimentally measured systemthat we know of that shares some of these qualitative features: SmB6 [1℄.At low temperatures SmB6 ats like an insulator, just as seen in gure 6,but then at the lowest temperatures (T < 30 K), a sharp nondispersive peakappears at about 130 m 1. The qualitative shape of the Raman response isdierent though, beause the weight only grows in a narrow peak, as opposedto the wide frequeny range of gure 6. We believe it would be interestingto investigate the Raman response of a orrelated system that undergoes asimilar insulatormetal transition as a funtion of temperature suh as 1%Chromium doped Vanadium Oxide [18℄. Suh experiments would be feasibleif the harge-transfer peak ould be pushed to a low enough energy that itlies within the window observable by Raman measurements.Finally, in Fig. 7, we show the Raman response for a orrelated metal athalf lling. At high temperatures, the Raman response has a wide harge-transfer peak entered at   U . As the temperature is lowered, we see thedevelopment and evolution of a low-energy Fermi-liquid peak, whih sharp-ens as T is lowered. This is the lassi behavior expeted for a orrelatedmetal  at high temperatures there is a large harge-transfer peak enteredat an energy just somewhat higher than U whih loses spetral weight as
Fig. 7. Nonresonant B1g Raman sattering for a orrelated metal U = 2:12 athalf lling for a number of temperatures ranging from 0:35 to 0.024. Inset is anenlargement of the low-energy features.
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al Point 3229the temperature is lowered and a low-temperature metalli peak devel-ops at low energy. The Fermi peak has the expeted form proportional toT 2=[T0(2+T 4=T 20 )℄ for a Fermi liquid. The width of the peak (determinedby T 2=T0) dereases as the temperature is lowered and will ultimately vanishat T = 0. The weight in the metalli peak is muh smaller than the weight inthe harge-transfer peak. The ontinuous evolution of the low-temperaturepeak down to zero frequeny is not seen in the FaliovKimball model, be-ause the self energy remains nite there in the limit as T ! 0. Note thatthe harge-transfer peak loses weight (espeially on the low-frequeny side)as T is lowered, but there is no low-energy isosbesti point here (in fat anisosbesti point may be developing at   3:3). This lak of low-energyisosbesti behavior is quite interesting. The development of a large-weightFermi oherene peak in the interating DOS tends to destroy the isosbestibehavior.Unfortunately, we are not aware of any experimental data on a orre-lated metal that displays this low-temperature development and evolutionof the Fermi-liquid peak. Surprisingly, little is known about Raman satter-ing in a weakly interating metal. It is well known that in the absene ofinelasti sattering, the low energy Raman ross-setion vanishes at q = 0due to the lak of phase spae available to reate partilehole pairs. There-fore, any signal at all must ome from eletroneletron interations [19℄ orimpurities [20℄. Our results show that the onsequene of well-dened quasi-partiles is the presene of a low energy peak whih grows in intensity andnarrows as temperature dereases. Suh a peak might also be observablein materials like CeSi2, CeSb2, CeBe13 [21℄ or YbAl3 [22℄ whih all displaythe development of a low-temperature Fermi oherene peak at energies lessthan 100 meV. 4. ConlusionsTo summarize, we have examined Raman sattering in orrelated mate-rials that fall into two lasses  non-Fermi-liquid and Fermi liquid metallistates. We nd in the insulating regime, the Raman response is model-independent, and illustrates all of the anomalies seen in experiment. In themetalli phase, there is interesting behavior when one has a Fermi liquidmetal and one is lose to the metalinsulator transition. Suh systems areexpeted to have dramati spetral weight shifts as a funtion of tempera-ture as the system is tuned to pass through the metalinsulator transition.It would be interesting to see experimental work on these systems if the spe-tral weight shifts an be made visible within the spetral range aessible toRaman sattering experiments.
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